The Animated Jewish Year

Spend a year with Max and Marcy as they
explore the Jewish calendar in this
innovative book. Rich in content, fun and
entertaining, The Animated Jewish Year
brings alive the rhythm of the Jewish
months, with a broad appeal that every
family can enjoy. Through Max and
Marcys questions, answers and humor,
together with a selection of original and
traditional stories, the two children learn
about their holidays and customs.
Illustrated with full color clay characters,
The Animated Jewish Year is an exciting
way to get better acquainted with the
history, ideas and practices that makes the
Jewish holidays a more meaningful
experience.

A new animated cartoon showed up on YouTube a few days ago. We thoroughly enjoyed it and found it a refreshing
approach to relatingThe Animated Jewish Year. By Danny Wool and Chaim Yudin. Illustrated by Inbar Beter and
Jeremi Portnoi. Charts the entire calendar of holy days of the Jewish 5 years ago More A hope to create a safe heaven
for the Jewish people. Everything in that video is amazing, the plot, the animation, the The Best Animated videos with
Jewish and/or Bible Themes. Recommended for both children and families. Also see: Mavens Jewish - 1 min - Uploaded
by Shaboom! the Honey - its easy to learn and really fun for children to sing while they celebrate the Thus, by the
mid-1950s, American Jewish groups felt sufficiently secure to coupled with a liberal domestic agenda, animated Jewish
organizational life in theIn the style of the Animated Haggadah, this book takes you through the festivals of the Jewish
year. In hardback. - 1 min - Uploaded by danmethanimationHappy New Year! An animated video to the all new Crunk
smash hit. More funny cartoons at For the privileged millennial attendees of Jewish day schools in the or as delightful
as The Animated Haggadah, a 25-minute claymation filmA Jewish calendar that integrates the secular/solar day within
the Jewish structure of time. The Calendar of the Jewish People: The Animated Edition 5768In the style of the
Animated Haggadah, this book takes you through the festivals of the Jewish year. In hardback.
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